Lesson 2b
These are the sentences in the Sentence Practice Game in Lesson 2b
The sentences will not be in this order when you play the game.
Write A, B, C, D etc in the boxes to show the order as you play the game.
1. The wheels of the car are at the bottom
of the hill.

1. Tá rothaí an chairr ag bun an chnoic.

2. My dog was at the door of the house last
night.

2. Bhí mo mhadra ag doras an tí aréir.

3. The handle of the cup wasn't broken
yesterday.

3. Ní raibh cluas an chupáin briste inné.

4. The black cat is not at the top of the
tree now.

4. Níl an cat dubh i mbarr an chrainn anois.

5. The bird's nest is in that tree.

5. Tá nead an éin sa chrann sin.

6. I saw the woman's shoes at the door.

6. Chonaic mé bróga na mná ag an doras.

7. The horse likes the taste of the grass.

7. Is maith leis an gcapall blas an fhéir.

8. Did you see the donkey in the middle of
the field?

8. An bhfaca tú an t-asal i lár an ghoirt?

9. Have you got the cat's milk?

9. An bhfuil bainne an chait agat?

10.I don't like the taste of this fish.

10. Ní maith liom blas an éisc seo.

11.The dog's food was at the door.

11. Bhí bia an mhadra ag an doras.

12.Have you seen the middle of the
newspaper yet?

12. An bhfaca tú lár an nuachtáin fós?

13.Look. There's a worm in the centre of
this apple.

13. Féach. Tá péist i gcroí an úill seo.

14.Would you like a slice of cake
with the cup of tea?

14. Ar mhaith leat sliseog cháca
leis an gcupán tae?

15.That girl doesn't like the colour of the
dress.

15. Ní maith leis an gcailín sin
dath an ghúna.

16.The cat doesn't like the taste of the milk
today.

16. Ní maith leis an gcat blas an bhainne
inniu.

17.The woman's bike was at this tree
this morning.

17. Bhí rothar na mná ag an gcrann seo
ar maidin.

18.I saw the postman at the gate of the
house.

18. Chonaic mé fear an phoist ag geata an tí.

19.The potatoes were in the old man's bag.

19. Bhí na prátaí i mála an tseanfhir.

20.Is that the old lady's house.

20. An é sin teach na seanmhná?

